SYSTEM OPTIONS

for..

GAS ENGINE POWERED SYSTEMS

Dual Wand Option When multiple users will easily increase productivity on time critical cleaning,
Split the volume of your system with matched spray nozzles that will give you full pressure, but half of
the volume ..or, balance the combination you want…
Size 7 orifice gives 7gpm @4000psi, but with 5gpm going to a surface cleaner, you may want 2gpm for
a spot-cleaning wand with turbo nozzle for the gum, or trim-work.
A mobile detailer may want 2.5gpm at each of 2 wands for a production style fleet washing.
Variable Pressure Control The “variable pressure wand” option gives you the ability to perform a
much wider range of cleaning jobs with the same machine. By attaching this ingenious tool to your
wand assembly, you gain much greater control over water pressure. You may need to keep water
from penetrating worn window seals or to clean without blasting water through doorframes.
Also available, is a flow-controlling Regulator Valve, which gives you more options..
The increased flexibility also allows you to attach a variety
of tools that will allow you to quickly clean Carpets, upholstery, furniture, Awnings , or Tile „n Grout,
then a minute later, blast Rust from Steel. Versatility Rocks! Call for details.
Hot Water or Steam Option When you need higher temp‟s for faster degreasing or sanitizing..
Feed the pump with up to 160oF, or heat it after the pump to steam...
up to 250oF to 4000psi, or to 270oF to 2000psi, or to 330oF to 500 psi
Many versions are available
…call for details.
Low-Water Shutdown Protect your investment ! As you probably know, running
a pressure washer dry, even for a moment, can cause severe damage to the pump. This disaster
is easily avoided by installing the low-water shutdown option. Depending on the configuration you
choose, either a fluid level switch is installed in the water tank or a low-pressure switch is connected inline from the fresh water supply. This device is connected so that any shortage in water supply instantly
stops the machine, thus preventing costly damage.
Bypass Temperature-Limit Shutdown If the operator leaves a pressure washer running
unattended with the trigger gun not ejecting water, the water in the bypass system can heat up
very quickly and cause damage to delicate pump seals and other components.
A temperature limit switch installed in the bypass circuit of the pump prevents this damage from
occurring. By operating as a kill switch on the engine‟s ignition system, damage is easily averted
if the water temperatures become critical for any reason. ..And Bypass Overheat absolutely is
..the most common causes of system damage we see on every unprotected pressure washer.
Alternate Source system If you can quickly connect to water at the jobsite, and have the option of
using the customers‟ water for a quick demo, avoiding filling your holding tank, you can travel safer, with
less water-weight, and you can avoid wasting water. If you‟ve got several jobs scheduled with spot-free
water you brought in your holding tank, but still have the option of pressure-feeding with street water until
you need the other, you can save on filtration cost.
Idle-Down Control If you release the trigger-gun, the system should also “idle-down”. Right ??
Now you have the option. Standard version is rated to 3500 psi, but call for more info..
These tools could save you HUGE money in fuel cost, and MUCH less noise at the jobsite.
Muffler & Silencer options There are many options available for quieting engines and vacuums.
Add-ons to existing mufflers for engines, and specially-tuned silencers for vac-blowers are now
available.
Call with every question.. we are VERY creative.. we ARE the “Leading-Edge” of this industry, since 1986
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